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To Pray in Hebrew, or Not?
As I approach the subject matter of
prayer for the umpteenth time in
these VOICE columns, I’m ready
to tackle the question that is probably the major stumbling block to
the successful prayer experience:
overcoming the difficulties reflected in a language, Hebrew, that most of us have, at best, a
passing recognition of key words -- God, Israel, and a number
of Biblical characters. But for many of us, the rest of it is like
“Greek,” so much so that we could readily use the following
phrase in describing our Synagogue prayer experience: “It’s
all Hebrew to me!”
If we were to analyze the advantages and limitations of prayer
in Hebrew, we could quickly generate a range of factors to be
considered, with every benefit being countered by an opposite
(and potentially equal) disadvantage.
· Prayer in Hebrew from a fixed text binds one to other Jews
across time and space. On the other hand, prayer in the vernacular is more local and attentive to provincial styles.
· Prayer in Hebrew allows for references to be made to the
biblical text more broadly in a way that is not fully possible
in translation. Translations, by contrast, open new dimensions of meaning and force one to confront the deeper meaning of the original.
· Prayer in the language of everyday speech integrates prayer
into life more fully. Hebrew, on the other hand, can transport
prayers into a more sacred realm, often because it is less
familiar and less understood to many.
· The vernacular offers the opportunity for creativity of prayer that would otherwise be blocked off. And yet, for some
Jews, it is precisely the opaque nature of Hebrew liturgy that
gives it a mysterious, almost magical force that they feel is
lost when they understand the words of prayer too clearly.
Standing behind all these factors are underlying tensions as to
what prayer is all about: Is prayer meant to be an authentic
expression of our concerns? Or is it an exercise in communal
identity building? Are we simply repeating texts we have received, or putting our own ideas and yearnings into traditional
forms?
These questions and others lie behind the rich discussion regarding language and prayer that we began in a recent Shabbat morning Torah study. And as we saw, the question of language is largely a proxy for feelings about the essence of
prayer itself.
So, if there are guiding principles that help inform me how to
frame our prayer services, and particularly the use of Hebrew,
this is a good summary of where I stand:

The primary point of prayer is comprehension and intention -the experience is supposed to mean something to the person
praying it. Comprehension is a sine qua non of reaching out to
God with words. As such, using English can-- be a powerful
tool for engaging those who are uncomfortable in Hebrew.
Therefore, being able to express words that mirror the feelings
one has is a paramount concern. With this overriding principle,
it not only warrants the use of English, but perhaps encourages
and even requires it at times -- if the Hebrew does not meet the
challenge.
Yet, insisting on Hebrew ensures not only that the proper content will be said, but that we will remain true to our shared identity. Given that it is not unduly burdening to try to learn the
general meaning of core texts of prayer -- although not necessarily the individual words, the value of Hebrew is more powerful. Naturally, being fluent in Hebrew is the easiest option, and
we should at least aim for that competence.
Finally, while this has not been a concern in prior eras, there is
another point that militates towards a policy favoring use of
Hebrew in our prayers: a serious concern for our Jewish group
identity and purpose. Jews spanning time and space have always prayed in Hebrew; and despite the justifications for prayer
in the vernacular, Jews rarely afforded themselves leniencies on
this front. Using the vernacular is thus a sign of separating from
the global Jewish community (even though English may be a
worldwide, unifying factor) -- a fear that has become more
acute in the wake of Jewish assimilation into local cultures.
Linguistic flexibility, once a tool in making prayer more meaningful and accessible, is now a threat to the Jewish solidarity
necessary in a modern world that is weakening it.
But until we reach the point of Hebrew proficiency, there is
room for meeting the linguistic realities on the ground, even if
only in a temporary fashion. English remains an important tool
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Mazel Tov to Rav Julius and Ellen
on the birth of their granddaughter, Lisl
Ellen and Rav Julius are thrilled to announce the birth of
their new granddaughter, Lisl, the name that Ellen’s
mother carried so proudly in her life that spanned Europe
and America, and a proud addition to the Jewish people.
Parents Yan and Alex are doing fine, and brother Dion
loves his new sister!
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for engaging Jews who do not speak the holy tongue. As we
learned in last week’s parashah when we studied the generation
of the Tower of Babel, God is the agent who creates the many
human languages to begin with. These languages must therefore
have some role in helping people to praise their Creator. It is our
job to determine when the vernacular may play an important
role in connecting us to God.
Yet, the attachment to Hebrew as the language of prayer is
deeply compelling, particularly in an age when so many millions of our fellow Jews speak Hebrew in Israel as a live language once again. And perhaps by emphasizing that portion of
the Hebrew prayers that our congregation is already familiar
with, we can make its understanding better known to you.
Speaking personally -- but understanding that your experience
can be different, prayers in other languages often feel alien and
inauthentic. Ultimately, I find most uplifting a vision of a world
where the Hebrew language will someday be deeply entrenched
in the hearts of all Jews, a world where the liturgy does not
deny personal meaning but is a key tool for achieving it. And it
is my desire to continue to try to show you the meaning and
beauty found encased within this mysterious language.

Shared Legacies is a new film that was just released in February of 2020. It made its debut at the opening of the Atlanta
Jewish Film Festival, just before COVID-19 hit.
The documentary looks at the modern-day alliance between
African Americans and Jewish Americans. It begins with the
founding of the NAACP in 1909 and showcases the bigotry
and segregation that both groups have faced. There are narrations and testimonies from Holocaust survivors, leaders, advocates, and prominent Atlantans such as U.S. Rep. John Lewis,
Ambassador Andrew Young, Rabbi Alvin Sugarman, Rabbi
Peter S. Berg, members of the King family, and many others.
Eastern CT, get ready for a real treat! Mark your calendars and
save the dates, Nov. 4-8. The Jewish Federation of Eastern CT
is offering a featured film, “Shared Legacies,” for your viewing
pleasure. The film will be available via a link for 72 hours and
then, on Sunday, Nov. 8 at 7:30pm, the director of the film,
Shari Rogers, will be speaking to our community on the making of this film. The link to attend Shari’s talk will be forthcoming. Check your Jewish Leader, the JFEC website and
Facebook page for the Zoom link and other details.

B'Shalom,
Rav Julius Rabinowitz

A suggested donation of $18 supports the many programs of
the Jewish Federation, including but not limited to our Food
Pantry, PPE’s for area nursing homes, Social Services, The
Israel Desk, Youth Programs and Encountering Programs to
name but a few.

Friday Night/Kabbalat Shabbat

Looking forward to seeing you all on Nov. 8 as we meet with
and learn from Shari Rogers, Director – “Shared Legacies.”

We begin our service at 6:00 pm, of appr oximately one-hour
length. As in the past, all members of the Synagogue will be
invited with a ZOOM invitation this Friday, and a copy of the
Siddur is distributed before, or with, the service.
Shabbat Morning Services
We have begun to re-introduce a ‘service’ component into our
Shabbat morning ZOOM experience and as such, a ZOOM invitation will now be sent to the entire congregation for this service. We begin, at 10:00 am, and will be looking to complete
the morning experience by 11:30 am. Each week with Minutes
of Torah, Rav Julius will announce the substance of our Shabbat
service.
Rav Julius will continue to be the only person in the Synagogue
chapel, with the rest of you on the ZOOM platform. And any
feedback -- positive or negative, will be warmly welcomed as
we try out new horizons.

Candle Light Times
November 2020
November 6
4:20 pm
November 13
4:13 pm
November 20
4:07 pm
November 27
4:04 pm
Ba-rukh atah A-do-nai, e-lo-hay-nu-me-lekh ha-olam, asher kid-sha-nu-bemitz-vo-tav ve-tzi-vanu Le-had-lik
ner shel Shabbat.
Blessed are you, Lord our God, Sovereign of the Universe, who has sanctified us by Your commandments
and has commanded us to kindle the Shabbat lights.

ZOOM Sessions
All events happening at Beth Jacob in the near term are on the
ZOOM platform. Generally, the ZOOM room ‘opens’ 15
minutes before an event begins. If you have trouble connecting
to a ZOOM meeting, please call Rav Julius at (914) 380-0532
(including ‘events’ on Shabbat). If any of you have been reluctant to participate in the ZOOM offerings because you think
that it might be too challenging for you to participate, please
speak with Rav Julius. He has been working with other congregants in helping them connect to the ZOOM platform. He
can demonstrate the ease with which this technology can be
used. And whether the ZOOM experience can work for you -only you can determine that.

Mishebeirach
Beth Camassar
Billy Maynard
Emma Fries
Esther Bokoff
Joel Etra
Joe Haroun
Marvin Curland
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Matthew Young
Rachel Wynn
Ron Brauman
Tiffany Gravel
Wayne Rosenfield
Matthew Scharfman
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NOVEMBER 2020 YAHRZEITS
November 1
14 Heshvan
Rose Katz
Juda Udell Aaron
Esther Goldberg —
Mother of Joe Goldberg
Mayer Simon
November 2
15 Heshvan
Tessie Alexander
November 3
16 Heshvan
Anna Goldberg
Joseph Goldabiter
Bronya Goldabiter
4 November
17 Heshvan
Irving Snitkin
Irving Daniels
Anne Palma Goldblatt
Philip Tashman—
Grandfather of Brian Burchman
November 5
18 Heshvan
William Kronick
Winifred Kirstein—Aunt of Michael
Goldblatt and Ellen DeLeon
November 6
19 Heshvan
Fannie Blum
Nada Bernstein—Sister of Hazel Brown
November 7
20 Heshvan
Jacob Sears
Lois Mopsik
Bessie Shabecoff
Henriette Harris
Ida Jainchill
Leon Dorsky
Ethel Alexander
November 8
21 Heshvan
George Abrahamson
November 9
22 Heshvan
Charles Simon
Harry Kaufman
Chayye Goldebiter
Hattie Slosberg
November 10
23 Heshvan
Eva Oppenheimer
Max Schwartz
Edward Seder
Sarah Soloveitzik
November 12
25 Heshvan
Sylvia Sachs Yaffa
Frances Kaye
November 13
26 Heshvan
Irving Bronerwine
Abraham Golub
Alexander Mintz
Abraham Bruckner
Anne Ruth Singer
Anna Hirschkowitz

November 14
27 Hershvan
Daniel Hendel
Gertrude Balsam
Charles Yaffa
Gussie Bendett
Jacob Shapiro
November 15
28 Hershvan
Josiah Greenstein
Frieda Schneider
Jacques Haroun —
Brother of Joe Haroun
November 16
29 Heshvan
Rose Taylor
Yetta Sternlieb
Elsie Sternlieb
Barrett Cohn
Lena Oberman—
Mother-in-Law of Libby Oberman
Dora Mandel—
Grandmother of Michael Gordon
November 17
1 Kislev
Eva Fishkin
Eva Himmelstein—
Mother of Roz Etra
Edith Agranovitch Brill
November 18
2 Kislev
Bessie Rosenberg
November 19
3 Kislev
Daniel Alexander
Calvin Bronerwne
November 20
4 Kislev
Stanley Friedman—
Father of Harriet Gere
Anna Berger
Jacob Biber—Father of Joseph Biber
Cesia Rabinowitz—
Mother of Rav Julius Rabinowitz
November 21
5 Kislev
Aaron Lemberg
Harry Charm
Jacob Schoenberg—
Father of Anita Jainchill
Dora Israelite
November 23
7 Kislev
Gary Scharfman—
Brother of Renee Kohanski
Helena Rasel Major—
Aunt of Marc Bokoff
Goldie Weisman Gerechter
November 24
8 Kislev
Esther Leah Hecht
Dorothy Mansky—
Mother of Kay Winakor
Rose Engel
Mayer Bruckner
November 25
9 Kislev
Albert Beit
Saydelle Agranovitch
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November 26
10 Kislev
Rebecca Shereshevsky
Hyman Goldberg
Sadie Beit
Laura Seder
Evelyn Florman Robinson
Bruce Bumgarner—
Nephew of Nathan Wolfman
November 28
12 Kislev
Joseph Katz
Bernard Goldstein
William Shabecoff
November 30
14 Kislev
Sarah Gere—Mother of Michael Gere

Donations

We gratefully acknowledge the
following contributions to
Beth Jacob Synagogue’s Special Funds.

Building Fund
In Memory Dorothy Goldblatt
Michael & Rosa Goldblatt
In Memory of Leonard Zuckerbraun
Dr. Joel Zuckerbraun
In Memory of Annette Kashar
and Helen Krawiec
Marc and Kathleen Kashar
In Memory of Sylvia Blinderman
Sander Blinderman

November Birthdays
and Anniversaries

